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Emily Johnson, an Ames community member and her daughter, Zoe, lie on the lobby floor of Parks Library during a silent demonstration Wednesday morning.

TOGETHER AS ONE
Multicultural students unite with Ames community in peaceful protest

ByRichard.Martinez
@iowastatedaily.com

A

s students made their way
through Parks Library on
Wednesday, they had to
tiptoe around masses of
silent protestors lying seemingly
lifeless on the floor.
Around 200 multicultural and
non-minority students united
for one reason: to speak out for
humanity. Students of all races
attended, some who were joined
by young children.
“I think it’s appropriate and
needed to be done to bring attention to an issue that deserves it,”
said Tom Hill, senior vice president of student affairs. “I can
sympathize with these students
because what we’re seeing today
has happened [in the 1960’s]. It’s
2014, when do we see it stop?”
Around 10 multicultural student organizations, such as the
Black Student Alliance, National
Pan-Hellenic Council and the
Iowa State chapter of NAACP organized a group “die in” at Parks
Library in response to the recent
controversies surrounding perceived excessive police force and
racial profiling across the nation.
Michael Brown, a black teenager, was fatally shot Aug. 9 in
Ferguson, Mo. by white police officer Darren Wilson. On that day,
Brown’s body was left for fourand-a-half hours on the streets of
Ferguson. Days later, hundreds
of citizens responded in violent
protests in reaction to what they
believe is excessive police force.

To memorialize the death
of Brown and demonstrate their
opinions, ISU multicultural students lay on the ground for fourand-a-half minutes in the Parks
Library lobby.
“We decided to do a die-in
to peacefully signify the death of
[Brown] in Ferguson,” said Lakeba
Scott, sophomore in animal science and vice president of Iowa
State’s NAACP chapter.
Lakeba said the demonstration took place to show that students in the African-American
community want to keep the conversation alive.
“We also handed out maps
for a protest on Friday,” Scott
said. “I want today’s goal to send
a message that Iowa State’s campus supports this cause. I feel like
these events have been a motivation for everyone across the nation
to do something.”
While the demonstration
lasted an hour, rotating groups of
students came to lie down every
10 minutes.
“I came to stand up for what’s
right and for values I think are important,” said Emily Johnson, an
Ames resident who heard about
the demonstration over social
media.
“Fairness, equality and racial
justice are the values we need
to stand up for,” Johnson said.
“While I suppose the injustice has
been in police brutality and social
injustice, but it’s silly we’re all not
treated like human beings.”
Aside from the majority of
demonstrators who are multicultural students, diverse members
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About 200 students and community members gathered in a silent demonstration
Wednesday morning. The protesters lay on the ground to signify the death of Michael
Brown, a teenager who was fatally shot in Ferguson, Mo.

of the ISU community, like LGBT
students, also participated to
speak for human rights.
Ontorio Drayton, a representative from the National PanHellenic Council, was integral in
planning the silent protest.
“After the events in Ferguson,
I called Briana Smith, [the NPHC
president], to discuss how we can
gather all of the representatives at
Iowa State to talk about what we
would do—as a unit—if a movement on campus were to occur,”
Drayton said.
Drayton, a native from Savannah, Georgia, emphasized that
students who have approached
him to discuss their emotions
following the events in the media all felt heartbroken, yet not
surprised.
“Growing up, hearing of ra-

cial profiling or deaths from police
arrests was nothing surprising or
new,” Drayton said. “Though I
knew the outcome of the [grand
jury decision] would not go the
way many hoped for it to go, my
heart was broken from the reactions of what happened that night.
On Nov. 24, St. Louis County Prosecuting Attorney Robert
McCullouch presented a grand
jury decision to not indict Officer
Darren Wilson on any criminal
charges. That night and in following days, Ferguson citizens
violently reacted to the decision.
“While the days following the
events in Ferguson were full of the
media showing arrays of violence
and outrage, I don’t agree with
them. Groups around the nation
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Released CIA study finds brutal interrogation tactics
By Danielle.Ferguson
@iowastatedaily.com
With at least 119 Al Qaeda detainees, 183 washboards and more
than 6,000 pages hanging over its
reputation, the CIA is under fire.
The release of the Senate
Intelligence Committee report
Tuesday revealed interrogation
techniques following the 9/11 attacks to be more brutal than the
CIA originally disclosed, leading to
questions about whether the CIA’s
methods are effective in keeping
Americans safe.
“The interrogations of CIA
detainees were brutal and far
worse than the CIA represented to
policymakers and others,” the report summary stated. “The CIA’s
justification for the use of its enhanced interrogation techniques
rested on inaccurate claims of

their effectiveness.”
The report examined the
CIA’s overseas detention and
use of interrogation techniques
which sometimes lead to forms
of torture, including waterboarding, rectal feeding or rehydration,
elongated sleep deprivation, extended isolation and more.
Some detainees, according
to the report, were forced to walk
around naked or were shackled with their hands above their
heads. Other times, the detainees
experienced what was called a
“rough takedown,” in which about
five CIA officers would “scream
at a detainee, drag him outside
of his cell, cut his clothes off and
secure him with Mylar tape,” the
report stated. Then, the detainee
would be dragged up and down a
corridor while being slapped and
punched.
ISU psychology professor

Christian Meissner leads a multimillion dollar research program
funded by the U.S. government’s
High Value Detainee Interrogation Group, which is evaluating
interrogation methods.
Meissner has been a research
psychologist who has spent more
than a decade assessing the effectiveness of various interview
and interrogation methods. He
was not immediately available
for comment due to travel but
shared his report, “Using science
to improve the practice of interrogation.”
“From my perspective, [enhancement interrogation techniques] are ethically indefensible,” Meissner said in his report.
“Their use appears to violate both
domestic and international law.
Furthermore, no scientific assessment of the techniques can
be offered to demonstrate their

effectiveness in practice.”
The detainee interrogation
group’s study found that interrogation methods that increase
anxiety by violence or manipulation are less effective than those
that try to seek the suspect’s motivation to cooperate.
“This conclusion is confirmed
by the experiences of many highly
skilled interrogators. Further, the
‘information gathering approach,’
as it is known, preserves the ethical principles of fairness and justice and is legally permissible,”
Meissner said in the report.
The investigation began in
the spring of 2009, almost a decade after the interrogations took
place in response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Most of the activities
covered in the report took place
after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks,
when the nation was uncertain if
there would be continued attacks.

David Andersen, assistant
professor of political science, said
the government may have waited
to release the information for
various reasons, whether they be
political or security-related.
“Maybe 10 years is an appropriate time to wait,” Andersen
said. “In the immediate moment,
the government has to do whatever it believes is necessary, but
at some point in time, you have
to stop and take stock of what’s
happened, what’s occurred and
whether the public is okay with it.”
Both parties in the Senate will
most likely be less than thrilled
with the release of the report.
“The republican party is going to be furious at the disclosure.
The democratic party is going to
be furious at the actions that were
taken 10 years ago,” Andersen
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Demonstration
video, photos
Members of the Ames
and ISU community gathered together for a demonstration at the Parks Library
on Wednesday. After reading the Daily’s coverage, go
online to find both a video
and photo gallery of the
event under the multimedia tab.

Weather provided by ISU Meterology Club.
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All events courtesy of the ISU events calendar.

Dec. 11
Brown bag lecture
From noon to 1 p.m.
“Size in Nature and Science
Fiction Films” presented by
Stephen Willson, University
Professor and Professor of
Mathematics, Iowa State University.
Bring your lunch to the Gardens and enjoy an education program. Attend each
month and experience a new
topic presented by local and
regional professionals and
lecturers.

Dec. 12
Dance social
7:30 to 9:45 p.m.
Christmas party: Free dance
social hosted by the ISU Ballroom Dance Club. Singles
welcome. Dress is casual;
indoor shoes or socks are
required.
Men’s hockey
Start is at 7:30 p.m.
Iowa State versus Robert Morris
A Christmas Carol
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at Fischer
Theater
The beloved story of an embittered miser who finds redemption through exploring his past, present, and the
future.

Dec. 13
The Nutcracker Ballet
Starts at 1:30 and 7:30 p.m.
at Stephens Auditorium
Now in its 34th year, this
annual production is the
longest-running Nutcracker
in Iowa. A cast of over 200
skilled dancers from many
central Iowa communities will
delight audiences of all ages.
This production features choreography by Robert Thomas
and Miyoko Kato Thomas of
the Dancenter in Ames. Professional principal dancers
Joy Voelker Matossian and
Matthew Prescott dance the
roles of the Sugar Plum Fairy
and her Cavalier.

Dec. 14

N.C. Wyeth’s America in the
Making depicts 12 dramatic
scenes taken from American
history beginning with North
American explorer Francisco
Vasquez de Coronado and
ending with Abraham Lincoln. But, what are some of the
major American moments of
the 20th and 21st centuries?
This program will show the
film John F. Kennedy: Years
of Lightning Days of Drums.
Made by the United States
Information Agency in 1964
as a memorial tribute.
Women’s basketball
Tip is at noon
Iowa State versus ArkansasPine Bluff
Men’s basketball
Tip is at 5 p.m
Iowa State versus Southern
Argentine Tango Practica
class
4 to 7 p.m.
This Milonga (dance party) is
a multi-level class with lots of
time to enjoy the music and
dance. From 4-5pm moves for
beginners are introduced with
a different figure each week
along with techniques for
dancing better. From 5-7pm
the dance floor is yours for
dancing under the guidance
of Valerie and working with
different partners. An intermediate level figure will also be
introduced during this time.
Wear dancing shoes, smoothsoled shoes, or socks.
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Upcoming games
against Iowa
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It’s rivalry week for
both the men’s and women’s ISU basketball teams.
To see what beat reporters for both teams have to
say about the match ups
against Iowa, go online to
the multimedia section of
the Daily’s website.

Senior tight end E.J. Bibbs catches a touchdown pass Nov. 8 at Memorial Stadium. The Cyclones fell to
the Jayhawks 34-14. Bibbs finished the season with 45 receptions for 382 yards and eight touchdowns.

ISU football players
nab Big 12 honors
By Alex.Gookin
@iowastatedaily.com
Several ISU football
players were named to
the All-Big 12 team, while
Kamari-Cotton Moya received the lone individual
reward.
Cotton-Moya was
awarded Big 12 Defensive
Freshman of the Year and
tight end E.J. Bibbs was
named All-Big 12 First
Team by the league’s 10
head coaches.
Cotton-Moya, a redshirt freshman, finished
the season as Iowa State’s

leading tackler with 77
total stops and 55 solo
tackles. He also recorded
two tackles for loss, broke
up eight passes and recovered a fumble.
As one of many
young players on Iowa
State’s defense, CottonMoya established himself
as one of the best young
safeties in the league,
playing in all 12 games in
his first season of action.
Bibbs, a senior, was
one of eight John Mackey
Award semifinalists and
led the nation in receptions and touchdowns by
a tight end for parts of the

season before having to
sit out the final two games
with injury.
He finished with 45
receptions for 382 yards
and eight touchdowns,
two touchdowns short
of breaking the school
record.
Offensive linemen
Tom Farniok and Jacob
Gannon, along with defensive lineman Cory
Morrissey and kicker Cole
Netten received honorable mention honors.
Freshman Allen Lazard
also picked up honorable
mention offensive freshman of the year.

CAMPUS

Gift helps
fund Student
Innovation Center
An anonymous couple
recently donated 22 million
dollars to Iowa State to aid
in the building of a Student
Innovation Center. To read
the full story about the gift
and the plans, check out the
news section of the Daily’s
website.

Corrections
The Iowa State Daily welcomes comments and suggestions or complaints about
errors that warrant correction.
To submit a correction, please
contact our editor at 515-2945688 or via email at editor@
iowastatedaily.com.

Dec. 15
No events scheduled.

Dec. 16
Workshop: Floral Design
Series
6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
“Spiral Holiday Arrangements”
- Make your home the center
of the universe this holiday
season with a spiraling arrangement incorporating
color and movement.
Learn the tips and skills used
by professionals and create
your own one-of-a-kind floral
designs.

After America in the Making: John F. Kennedy
Noon to 1:30 p.m. at Brunnier Art Museum
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Statue causes
controversy
on campus in
Iowa City
By Eric.Wirth
@iowastatedaily.com
A piece of art displayed
for less than four hours on
the University of Iowa campus has sparked national
attention.
A seven-foot-tall,
sculpted set of Klu Klux Klan
robes composed of articles
depicting the history of racial tensions in America
was on display at the university’s free speech zone,
the Pentacrest on Friday,
inciting outrage across the
campus.
Serhat Tanyolacar, a
visiting assistant professor
at the University of Iowa
and artist of the work, said
the meaning of the piece
was misunderstood.
“The intent was to raise
awareness on contemporary issues on racism and
create open discussion on
those issues,” Tanyolacar
said.
University of Iowa officials were able to remove
the display because Tanyolacar did not acquire the
correct permits to display
the piece.
The university went
on to say in a memo that
it “considers all forms of
racism abhorrent and is
deeply committed to the
principles of inclusion and
acceptance.”
“It’s hard to start dialogue about something
upsetting without showing
something upsetting,” said
Frank LoMonte, executive
director of University of
Iowa’s Student Press Law

Center.
LoMonte said the University of Iowa was not in
the wrong by removing the
artwork due to Tanyolacar’s
inability to obtain a permit
for the work.
“The government does
have the ability to enforce
reasonable permit conditions, so long as they are
not selectively enforcing,”
LoMonte said.
LoMonte also said it is
hard to start a conversation
on something considered
disturbing without showing something that is itself
disturbing. The university
was within its rights in removing the statue so long
as the permit qualifications
were the only reason they
removed the piece.
“Picking and choosing
who is okay to hate is a violation of First Amendment
rights,” LoMonte said.
The First Amendment,
which protects freedom of
speech, does not address
hate speech, nor protect
citizens against encountering it.
“There’s no legal definition of hate speech,”
LeMonte said.
From afar, the statue
merely looked like a Klansmen’s robe, something
which may be considered
analogous to hate speech.
Up close, one could see that
it was composed of articles
depicting the struggle for
civil rights.
“Free speech should be
protected,” said Tom Hill,
ISU senior vice president of
student affairs.
Hill went on to say that
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A seven-foot-tall, sculpted set of Klu Klux Klan robes composed of articles depicting the history of racial tensions in America was on display at the
University of Iowa’s free speech zone on Dec. 5, sparking outrage across the campus. The sculpture was then removed due to permit issues.

while freedom of speech
should be protected, the
fact that the university has
a permit policy for works
that are displayed in their
free speech zone cannot be
subverted.
The University of Iowa
is not alone in sparking debate over artwork and free
speech. In 2002, a mural
in Willow Hall on the Iowa
State campus depicting soldiers and a scantily clad
woman sparked outrage
from eight students. The
controversy eventually led
to the removal of the mural
due to mounting pressure
from these eight and others.
“If you’re doing more
damage than good, then
you’re going to an extreme,” said Jared Ingram,
a sophomore in kinesiology, in respect to how the
First Amendment should
be viewed.
Ingram, who grew up
in Ferguson, Missouri, said

that the First Amendment
protections are important,
but that things can go too
far.
“Things in Ferguson
like arson are unnecessary
and are an unsuccessful
way of protesting,” Ingram

said.
“This is a learning
experience for so many
people,” Tanyolacar said in
reference to the situation as
a whole.
Tanyolacar said that
he understands the pain

that the art has caused, but
notes that it has started
dialogue nationwide. The
debate over the statue has
added to the national discussion on race sparked by
the events in Ferguson, Mo.,
and New York.
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EDITORIAL
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What happened in Parks Library on Wednesday was
part of a movement on the ISU campus. It is a hope
more students will begin to share their passions with
others on campus to better our country.

Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

Racial equality cannot be solved with violent protest. Luckily, we live in a country where the First Amendment gives us the right to protest peacefully without fear
of getting in trouble with law enforcement. Students practicing peaceful protest on Iowa State’s campus are making moves in the right direction.

Stop profiling, end violence
When racism
ends, so will
violent protests

By Katie.Titus
@iowastatedaily.com

A

total of 200 people
“died” in Parks Library.
200 students of
all different races and backgrounds layed on the floor of
Parks Library for four-and-ahalf minutes to “die” for Michael Brown. Brown, though
unarmed, charged at police
officer Darren Wilson and was
shot four times. It took Brown
four-and-a-half minutes to
die.
Racism is still an apparent
problem in the United States.
As a nation, we have put an
end to slavery and Martin Luther King Jr. marched for civil
rights, and yet some still treat
people from different races
with disrespect.

This issue is more than
just white people attacking
black people. People of all
colors should treat all other
people with respect. I am an
average-looking white woman
and my best friend growing up
was African-American. Our
friendship was more than skin
deep, and I would consider
her my sister and would never
disrespect her.
Then there is the other
side, the people who believe
that people of different color
are different from them. This
is the kind of attitude that
needs to be put to an end. Skin
is just a color.
Just as we all have different colored hair, some of us
have differently colored skin,
but that doesn’t make anyone
different from someone else.
What makes us different is
what is on the inside.
What makes us different
are our thoughts, our expressions, our love, our hate and
our feelings. What we look
like on the outside is just a
shell and has no affect on our

personalities and who we really are.
The protest that was held
in Parks Library to support
Mike Brown and his family
wasn’t just an act against Wilson, it was more than a protest
against police violence. It was
an act against racism. It is a
fantastic thing when students
from all different races and
backgrounds are able to get
together and stand up, or in
this case lie down, for what
they believe in.
There will be talk from
students tomorrow who think
the protest was ridiculous
and a distraction, but there
will also be students who
agree with the movement and
have strong feelings about
the Brown case. We are lucky
enough to live in a country
where the First Amendment
allows us to participate in
these protests without getting
in trouble with law enforcement.
When students feel
strongly enough about an issue to organize a peaceful

protest such as the one on
Wednesday, it is wonderful
that we are allowed to.
The protests should not
end here. We have a responsibility to continue the battle
against racism, which was
started so many years ago. It
is important that we never lose
sight of the fact that no matter
the color of a person’s skin,
we are, in fact, all people. The
shooting of Michael Brown is
saddening, but violent protest
is not the answer. Cases of
African-Americans attacking
white people in the riots in
Ferguson are just as wrong as
the shooting itself.
If we want to see a change,
we must do so peacefully. We
will only truly be a united nation when we as a nation, all
have race equality.
The day that we no longer
have to talk about racism in
the United States of America
will be a beautiful day, but
until that day comes, we must
continue to peacefully “fight”
our way to a stronger and
more united country.

Technology intrudes on holidays
Spend time
with family, not
on social media
By Destiny.Esaw
@iowastatedaily.com

O

ver time, social media
has became a popular
outlet. Nearly everyone
and everybody feels they have
to be a part of it. Social media
has become a virus that no
one can find a cure for. Every
second of the day someone is
on their phone.
Most of us wake up and
check our Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or Snapchat. It
has affected our generation

drastically to a point where
during a family outing, we’re
on our phones instead of paying attention to what’s important: family.
During the holidays,
everyone wants to be in the
presence of their loved ones
and it doesn’t matter if its
boyfriend, girlfriend, mother,
father, aunts or grandparents.
Nothing says “the holidays”
more than family. When I was
a kid, I couldn’t wait for the
holidays. I couldn’t wait to
smell that certain scent that
ensured it’s the holidays. I
couldn’t wait to see my older
fun cousins who lived out of
state, or to see my favorite
jittery auntie who wears too
much perfume.
The holidays are supposed to remind families just

how important each and every member is to each other.
No matter how far away they
moved from their hometown,
when it’s the holidays everyone comes back, sitting on
their grandmother’s couch,
eating her food, which they
missed all year and reminiscing about when they were
kids.
Now, social media has
became a popular trend and
when my cousins come home,
we just sit in each other’s presence and use our phones.
Yeah we still reminisce, but
not as much because were
too busy on social media sites
making sure we don’t miss out
on what’s trending.
I feel like I have to look
on social media to see what
everyone else is doing for the

holidays and I have to share
my outfit and show that I’m
having fun with my family
with all of my followers on
Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter. Because of this, the
word “holidays” doesn’t have
a deep effect anymore.
The holidays are still important but not as much because most of us are on our
phones and want some alone
time while we text our friends
and share our selfies. So this
holiday season we should just
put our phones away and enjoy family.
This holiday season, try
spending time witth loved
ones at the table and enjoy
each others company, rather than concerning yourself
with what is happening in the
realm of social media.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Sir Magazine cover crosses the line
By Caleb Hansen,
Senior in Biology

I

’m a bit late to the party,
but I’m appalled at this
past issue of SIR Magazine.
I understand that studentrun organizations on campus
feel the need to be “edgy” in
their material that they bring
forth to campus. But there’s a
fine line between “edgy” and
“tasteless,” and I believe that
line has definitely been grayed
over by the writers and editors
of SIR Magazine. I’m not writing this to discredit the effort
that they put into their work,
but the appropriateness of the
material is certainly questionable, to put it simply.

Rape is one of the hottest
buttons to push in today’s
media. Just ask Rolling Stone
or Bill Cosby. The last thing
any college campus needs is a
media outlet publishing provocative material associated
with rape. “Perform Under
The Influence: The Legend
Of Whiskey Dick.” Pair that
title with the cover art of a
male literally holding a young
woman of stereotypical nature
passed out from having too
much to drink all while playing beer pong. You get all the
wrong ideas from this context.
A better part of my classmates
and I agree.
While this material
doesn’t directly promote rape
culture here on campus, it

certainly condones types of
delinquent behavior associated with failure to give consent to sexual intercourse that
shouldn’t ever be encouraged,
independent of each other, in
the first place.
As a college-aged male,
it made me uncomfortable
seeing this issue on shelves
around campus and seeing
other males my age reading it.
What types of ideas were guys
supposed to take away from
this journalism? What was
SIR’s objective with this content, other than to gain buzz
around campus, of course?
The answers to those questions are too ambiguous for
my tastes.
Before you burn too

many calories jumping to
any conclusions, I have read
the entirety of the article and
supported the ending passage that the article had to
provide. But the last stanza
of the article is far too late
to constructively contradict
your misguided headline to
right the ship, in my opinion.
If your ultimate take-home
message is “you’re best off
trying to woo the ladies while
sober, guys” then why title the
article “Perform Under The
Influence?” It’s completely
tasteless, if you ask me.
I just hope that nobody
takes this issue of SIR seriously
or literally, and we all get an
email notification of campus
crime a couple of days later.

Student
movements
can better
this country
Throughout our nation’s history, we
have seen various generations stand up to
make our country a better place. We had
those who were willing to fight and die to
preserve our union and end slavery. We
had a generation willing to fight and die in
Europe to end the Holocaust. We had a generation who integrated schools, marched
on Washington D.C. and boycotted buses
to increase Civil Rights in our country.
Although those generations and more
made huge strides toward making our
country a more fair, equal and accepting
place, the job is not finished. We still do
not live in a country where your race, gender, sexual orientation, religion and more
do not define who you are or how you are
treated.
So why can’t our generation be the
next generation to participate in a movement that will make this country and our
world a truly better place? It’s our time to
act.
On Wednesday, about 200 people, of
many races, genders and backgrounds,
participated in a demonstration at Parks
Library on campus for the Black Lives
Matter Campaign. They lay down in silence for four and-a-half minutes to “die”
for Michael Brown and to raise awareness about the existence of racism in our
country. A march is scheduled for noon on
Friday at Parks Library for the same cause.
Participants are asked to wear black and
carry a sign.
No matter one’s opinions on Michael
Brown’s death, it is clear that racism and
other forms of prejudice are not wiped
from our country. Those who participated
in the demonstration Wednesday or plan to
participate in the march Friday are acting
to change their society.
Today was a good start for ISU students, our generation and our country. But
we can do so much more. Just about 200
people showed up to the demonstration
out of almost 35 thousand students here at
Iowa State. Where was everyone else who
believed in the cause?
College is a time to learn, including
learn how to improve our society. There are
many ways to learn on a college campus.
Unfortunately, most just think of lectures
and textbooks as education, but we can also
learn by doing.
Students who participated in the
demonstration Wednesday learned how
to exercise their rights and how to work
toward changing society.
This is the perfect time for our generation to act and make a difference. On a
campus with nearly 35 thousand students
and around 800 clubs and organizations, it
is safe to say that some of the students here
are passionate about what they believe in.
What good is having a passion for something if we are not spreading the news with
other people?
What happened in Parks Library on
Wednesday was the start of a movement
on Iowa State’s campus and it is a high
hope that more students will begin to share
their passions with others at Iowa State.
Expression is so important, but if we do
not express how we feel to others, nobody
will ever know.
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AND

THE GOOD,
THE BAD
THE UGLY

Football team
finishes with
ups, downs
By Alex.Gookin
@iowastatedaily.com

The ISU football team
knew the 2014 season was
going to be a bit of a rebuilding year.
But after Paul Rhoads’
first four years of successes
reaching bowl games and
upsetting some of the top
teams in the nation, many
fans thought the 3-9 record of the 2013 season
may have just been a flub,
and despite the talk of a
rebuilding year, hopes built
for another bowl campaign.
So, a 2-10 record
wasn’t exactly what fans
or the team had hoped for.
Injuries, a difficult
schedule and late game
breakdowns aided in Iowa
State’s first 10-loss season since 2008, when the
team was coached by Gene
Chizik.
“We had four kids who
started every game this
year. Four kids,” said ISU
coach Paul Rhoads. “We
had six that started every

game in 2013. I’d like to
have 16, I’d like to have 14.”
But as the 2014 season
closes, we will look at the
good, the bad and the ugly
moments of the season.
The good
Not much went well
for the Cyclones on a large
scale, but the bad often
overshadowed the good
things happening on a
smaller scale for much of
the season.
The obvious highlight
of the season was a 20-17
road win over in-state rival
Iowa on redshirt sophomore Cole Netten’s gamewinning kick.
Quarterback Sam
Richardson also had a record-breaking year, setting ISU records for most
completions in a game and
most completions in a season, while throwing for 18
touchdowns — two shy of
the school record.
However, tight end
E.J. Bibbs stole the show
for much of the season,
finishing among the best
tight ends in the nation in
receptions and touchdown
catches, despite missing
the team’s final two games
due to injury.
The bad
Season-ending injuries
defined the season for the

Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily

Redshirt junior quarterback Sam B. Richardson searches for a receiver as his offensive line protects him against pressure from West Virginia on Nov.
29 at Jack Trice Stadium. The Cyclones fell to the Mountaineers 37-24. Richardson had 275 passing yards in the game.

Cyclones, knocking out
arguably the team’s best
player, Quenton Bundrage,
just four plays into the season.
Injuries piled up, likely
contributing to late breakdowns in losses to Kansas
State and Texas. The defensive line struggled to keep
up, as its youth started to
show.
The ugly
It started against North
Dakota State, the defense
showing its youth, giving
up 34 points to the Bison.
But Jevohn Miller’s
move to Mike linebacker
appeared to put a bandage

over the worst of the defense’s weaknesses.
As soon as Miller went
down with an injury against
Oklahoma, they fell apart.
A Miller-less defense
gave up more than 500
yards of offense in each of
the final five games of the
season.
Kansas took down a
goal post after defeating
the Cyclones, and what
was left of the season went
down with it.
“Bad” was the only
word center Tom Farniok
could use to describe it.
Ugly might have been better.

Moving forward
While it’s the ugly that
will stick with the 2014
football team in the minds
of fans and outsiders, the
future is the only thing the
team is looking at.
The defensive line
picked up a commitment
from the top JUCO defensive lineman in 2013 days
after the season ended
and Rhoads said he didn’t
anticipate any coaching
changes after the TCU
game — an area in which
there has been a lot of turnover in the last few seasons.
Most importantly, the
team will have to put 2014

in the past if it ever hopes
to look forward. Good
chunks of the team return
to the field in 2015, but after dealing with hardships
all season, moving forward
may be the toughest part.
“Being 2-10, that’s
hard probably for an 18, 19,
20-year-old to fully grasp
at this point,” Rhoads said.
“Knowing the talent of
some of our younger players, knowing the desire and
leadership inside of our
younger players, we are a
lot closer than we are further away, but a lot has to
take place to get over that
hump.”

Women’s basketball hits road for rival game at Iowa
By Harrison.March
@iowastatedaily.com
Carver Hawkeye Arena
will be unlike anything the
ISU women’s basketball
team has seen in this young
season.
A top 25 team in an ever-hostile rival crowd seem
to stack the odds against
the Cyclones (5-1, 0-0 Big
12) when they travel to face
the No. 24 Iowa Hawkeyes
(7-2, 0-0 Big 10) at 7 p.m.
Thursday.
“Iowa’s by far the best
team we’ve played up until this point, and I think
it’s one of the better teams
Iowa’s had in a long time,”
said ISU coach Bill Fennelly.
Since the 2007-2008

season, the home team in
the series has claimed the
win in every contest. Since
the series’ last road win – an
80-74 ISU victory in 2006 –
the Cyclones have dropped
three in a row in Iowa City
by a combined 50 points.
So perhaps instead of
grinding it out in a defensive battle, Iowa State will
be in need of a high-scoring,
fast-paced shootout like the
2006 game to turn the tables
on Iowa.
It’s not uncommon for
Fennelly-coached teams
to light up the scoreboard,
evidenced by the team’s
10 three pointers made per
game. To hit anywhere near
that mark, however, the
Cyclones will need the services of Brynn Williamson,

who was locked down by
Stony Brook on Sunday to
the tune of three points.
To her, though, that
might not be a concern
moving forward.
“Last night [Sunday],
everyone was kind of losing their heads about it and
I thought it was really fun
because I got to see all my
teammates [step up],” Williamson said. “I mean, I
don’t care if a girl wants to
sit in my face for 30 minutes
of the game in the corner
with me. That’s fine. I’ll
just watch everyone else do
what they do best and hopefully we win the game.”
Almost negating Williamson from the stat sheet,
though impressive, did not
have a major effect on the

Spring Auditions!
s of...

for the ISU Theatre production

Les Miserables
On the Verge
Two Rooms

Cyclones against Stony
Brook, as they still managed
to put up 74 points.
Although Iowa now has
a blueprint for minimizing
Williamson’s impact on, the
wealth of scoring threats at
Fennelly’s disposal still remains largely intact, much
credit for which has to be
given to the success his
team has found when it opted for a five-guard lineup.
“It all comes down to
whatever’s working for that
game,” said ISU guard Jadda Buckley. “If that’s what’s
getting us buckets, getting
us stops, what’s helping us
score [and] getting a win
in the overall, that’s what
matters.”
The stage is set for the
Cyclones, and as Fennelly
noted, worrying about what
might go wrong won’t help,
so the Cyclones are simply
embracing the opportunity
to etch their names in CyHawk history.
“It’ll be a tough environment to play in because
I’m sure they’re ready and
it’s their home gym, but like
I said, we’re going to take
Hilton Magic on the road to
Iowa City and see what we
can do with it,” Williamson
said.

Blake Lanser/Iowa State Daily

Senior guard and forward Brynn Williamson drives the ball to the basket
during Iowa State’s matchup with Stony Brook on Sunday. Next for Iowa
State is a game versus Iowa on Thursday at 7 p.m. in Iowa City.
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THE NUTCRACKER RETURNS
Community
members join
to entertain
By Melissa.Garrett
@iowastatedaily.com
With the classic tale of
a young girl, Clara, and a
heroic prince, Clara’s fantastic dream and toys come
to life on the Stephens Auditorium stage to enchant
its audience this weekend.
After 34 years of being
locally-produced, the Ames
Nutcracker Ballet features
dancers from central Iowa
and the Ames area and
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s
famous score in this holiday
masterpiece.
Playing an adult party
guest, Lisa Banitt, OB-GYN
physician in Ames, will
perform in the Ames Nutcracker Ballet for the 12th
time. She’s also been involved intermittently since
the first show in 1981. Banitt
has played various roles
over the years, like Snow
Queen in her junior and
senior years of high school
and was a rag doll in her
first performance of The
Nutcracker Ballet.
“I was 11 [years old] for
the first Nutcracker, and
now you have to be six to
be able to audition,” Banitt
said. “There are kids now
that if they did [The Nutcracker] every year, starting
when they were six, they
might be in it for 12 years
if they did it all the way up
until they graduated high
school.”
Banitt has performed
in the past four of five Nutcracker productions in
Ames and looks forward
to seeing or being in the
ballet every year with her
family. This year, Banitt’s
three daughters will share
the stage with her.
“It’s such an institu-

tion in the community,
[since] you’re a part of the
fabric of Ames at Christmas
time,” Banitt said. “If you’re
from the Ames community,
chances are you’re going
to see someone you know
in it.”
With a cast of over 200
people, several volunteers
and parents help coordinate The Nutcracker Ballet
like Janice Baker, ISU senior dance faculty assistant
professor, who is the ballet
mistress for the party scene
and fight scene in Act I.
Baker helps with auditions, resets the ballet in
beginning rehearsals and
makes accommodations
for current actors, as well as
teaching the dances.
“The choreography
sort of stays the same, so
sometimes if the kids have
been in it a couple of times
they already know what
they’re doing,” Baker said.
“Some of the new ones
[struggle], but we get them
to where they will have a
pleasant experience on the
stage. That’s what we want.”
Baker said the cast for
The Nutcracker Ballet is
different every year, and
changing one person affects
the entire dynamic.
“For the first act, it’s
very simple, [but] it has to
be engaging. Everybody
needs to want to be a part
of that party, [and] the
characters have to be likable because if you don’t
like Clara, that’s not a good
thing,” Baker said. “Just because you’ve done it before
doesn’t mean it’s all going
to fall together the same
way.”
Movements and facial
expressions are everything
in a ballet performance,
since dialogue is nonexistent in traditional ballets.
“In the first act you’re
telling the story basically by
pantomiming to the music
and conveying what’s going
on by how you’re reacting,”
Banitt said. “Being a dancer,

[it’s] more comfortable to
[act by pantomiming] than
to be on the stage using my
voice. When you listen to
[Tchaikovsky’s] music with
the story, it fits the story and
what’s going on. I think the
music really tells the story.”
The Nutcracker offers
many roles for children age
six and older, with adults
ranging to their 50s and 60s
playing Party Guest roles.
“It’s kind of neat because if you are able to basically ballroom dance and
do some acting, you can be
a party guest,” Banitt said.
The Nutcracker Ballet welcomes professional principal dancers Joy
Voelker Matossian, originally from Ames, and Matthew Prescott in the roles
of the Sugar Plum Fairy and
her Cavalier, in addition to
many talented Ames performers.
Baker said Matossian
has come back to Ames to
perform as the Sugar Plum
Fairy several times with different partners as her Cavalier, with this year marking
the fifth time Matossian will
play the Sugar Plum Fairy.
“There have been local
dancers who have come
forward and have done
those [bigger] roles, and advanced dancers have done
the Snow Queen and King
from the [Ames] area,” Baker said. “There is quite a big
variety of what is happening
on the stage, so if you don’t
like one you’ll probably like
the next one. The [music]
and story is timeless.”
For those who have
never seen the Ames Nutcracker Ballet, Banitt said
everyone owes it to themselves to see The Nutcracker
in the Christmas season.
“Everyone who dances
around Ames or central
Iowa [looks] forward to [The
Nutcracker] so much every
year, and you can’t ignore
the fact that it’s staged at
CY Stephens [Auditorium],
which is an amazing theater

Blake Lanser/Iowa State Daily

The Nutcracker ballet comes to Ames on Saturday and Sunday. Professionals and local talent perform during
the classic tale. The Nutcracker is a hallmark of the holiday season and is entertaining for the whole family.

and stage to get to perform
at,” Banitt said.
Baker said the cast has
become “a big Nutcracker family” over the years,
and she enjoys seeing local
dancers have the opportunity to shine every year.
“It’s a wonderful venue
for children for their first
full-length show—lots of
action, the music changes,
and there’s plenty to keep
them involved, where a
[less] action-packed ballet
would be hard. It’s also the
first ballet that many people
get their performing roles
in,” Baker said. “[The Nutcracker] is not just here, it’s
everywhere.”
The Ames Nutcracker
Ballet comes to Stephens
Auditorium on Saturday at
1:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., and
Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
Tickets for the show
are available through Ticketmaster and are also available for purchase at the Stephens Auditorium ticket
office from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Tickets are $25 for
adults and $20 for ISU students.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18, 2014
ISU STUDENT
TICKETS: $26
Student Tickets are only available
through the Ticket Office

ACT FAST FOR GREAT SEATS!

Stephens Auditorium Ticket Office (no service fees)
ticketmaster.com • 1-800-745-3000 • Ticketmaster Outlets
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Participating Shell
Stations Only.

drugstore
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Horoscopes

DEMONSTRATION p1

by Linda Black

Today’s Birthday
(12/11/14)

Prepare for a power surge! List goals before 12/23, and prioritize. Embark
upon a spiritual quest. Saturn in your sign (through 12/19/17, with
springtime retrograde) amplifies your skills, practices and confidence.
After 3/20, your family appreciates love and compassion. 4/4 brings new
community participation. After 8/11, focus shifts from studies to career
advancement. Collaboration can get romantic.
To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries - 7

(March 21-April 19)
Someone brings
home a nice surprise.
There’s more money available, so
ask for what you need. Direct the
play of the game, and consider an
unusual suggestion. Honor and
acknowledge your team.

Taurus - 8

(April 20-May 20)
A delightful
development at
home is worth talking about.
Family fortunes can improve now.
Choose the path you desire. Get
advice from an eccentric friend.
Share thoughts and feelings.

Gemini - 7

(May 21-June 20)
Imagination and
creativity pay well.
A job could require travel... go
ahead and go. Complete the
written portion of your work easily
and early. Consider an unusual
proposition.

Cancer - 9

(June 21-July 22)
Unexpected income
comes in handy now.
Work hard and produce more,
without suffering. Do it for love,
not money. Adapt ideas to current
needs. Let your partner take the
lead.

Leo - 9

(July 23-Aug. 22)
Let yourself get pulled
onstage. Do what
you’ve been practicing. Stretch
your body and mind. Leave your
case open and replenish your
coffers. A go-between helps you
negotiate a deal.

Virgo - 7

(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Get productive on a
creative project with
good music and a cup of tea.
Finish up so you can start the next.
Let’s others know how they can
help. Get lost in contemplation.
Ask questions and dig for ideas.

Sudoku

Libra - 7

(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Have meetings, work
on group projects and
get together with friends. Today
favors social interaction. There’s
more creative work coming in.
Work together for a common
goal. It could even get profitable.

Scorpio - 7

(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Work faster and
make more money.
Exceed expectations. Invest in
high quality and efficiency. Learn
skills by participating hands-on.
Earn an unexpected bonus.
Friends have useful connections.

Sagittarius - 8

were still gathering peacefully, yet the attention was
not on them. “
Jared Ingram, junior in
kinesiology and health and
St. Louis, Mo. native, led
the demonstration with a
speech. Ingram addressed
the crowd during the fourand-a-half minute die-ins,
explaining his experiences
in the Ferguson area.Ingram said that while he has
not experienced as much
harassment from police in
Ferguson as his friends said
they have, Ingram said being in that environment is

CIA p1
said. “There will be a lot of
impassioned speeches, but
I’m not sure anything is really going to change.”
But the American public has the right to know
about these findings, he
said.
“If our government is

still detrimental.
“I’ve heard of friends
being pulled over—multiple times—for no reason.
I believe it’s because they’re
black. People [who] I go
to class with tell me that
racism isn’t the issue. Yet,
clearly, two hours away stuff
like this has happened. I
mean, it’s sad, but no one
is surprised by it. Things like
this happen all the time,”
Ingram said about a statue
of the Ku Klux Klan that
was misinterpreted at the
University of Iowa.
Ingram added that his
reason for joining the demonstration was chiefly to

be involved in a peaceful
movement.
“If we don’t show any
signs of peace and solidarity, then who will?” Ingram
said.
At the end of the demonstration, the final group
lay holding hands. Unlike
the other die-ins, holding
hands was meant to signify
a message of solidarity.
“What the [NPHC]
wants to do to promote
peace together at Iowa State
is to include all parts of the
community—any race, gender, sexual orientation or
even those who don’t agree
with us. Our goal is to be a

part of the conversation,”
Drayton said.
On Friday, the multiple
multicultural student organizations will meet again
outside of Parks Library at
noon to demonstrate in a silent march across campus.
The group will begin in the
front lawn of Parks Library
and circle around Central
Campus, walking to Curtiss
Hall, the Memorial Union
and Beardshear hall.
The NAACP student
chapter claims that anyone
is welcome to participate,
but protestors will don all
black clothing as a symbol
of solidarity.

committing these acts, a
lot of people believe it is
necessary for the people to
be aware of it,” Andersen
said. “It’s one thing for a
government to say we have
to do whatever is necessary
to protect the people, but
if the people are not even
aware of the actions being taken, it’s hard to judge

whether those actions are
just.”
The last of the 20 conclusions found in the report
stated the findings damaged the reputation of the
United States.
“The general feeling
behind this is that the United States is founded on this
belief that we just do not do

certain things,” Andersen
said. “We believe in human
rights. Not just American
rights, but human rights. At
the founding [of the country], at least, we believed
that no government had
the authority to just cease
people for no reason and
treat them in heinous ways
because they could.”

(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
An unexpected trip
could be just the thing
to clear your head. There’s a puzzle,
and you have the tools to solve it.
Dreams provide an answer. You
can afford what you need. Money
saved is money earned.

Capricorn - 7

(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Review the facts with
your partner, and you
can deduce what’s needed. Listen
and learn. Budget for the future
you’ve invented together. Reassess assets, and choose what to
spend on and where to wait.

Aquarius - 8

(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Strengthen your
social infrastructure.
Re-connect with a partner, and
renew a bond. Follow a strong
recommendation. Get a good
deal by pulling strings. Others
respect your point of view.

Pisces - 9

(Feb. 19-March 20)
A partner explains
what’s in your blind
spot. Provide excellent service
with a smile. A brilliant insight
helps you achieve a goal. Wrap up
a job and request a bonus for extra
efforts. You’ve earned it.

by the Mepham Group
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Closely examine any
offer of a
job opportunity or
service that sounds too
good to be true;
chances are it is.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR RENT

FIREWOOD - SEASONED OAK
Picked or delivered. 1/4 cord, 1/2
cord, full cord. Also sold by the
piece. KCI Landscape Supply 515232-1208.

Mostly Furnished Sublease
Very nice, mostly furnished,
two bedroom/two bathroom
apartment with an ideal location
thats close to campus (and two
parking spots). Move in ready
anytime after December 20th.
Sublease would be available
through July with the possibility
of continued residency through
First Property Management. Give
me a call if you’ld like to set up a
time to check things out. PH: (712)
320-2102

FOR RENT
1 BR Duplex Apartment One
bedroom duplex for rent in Boone.
$520/mo. All utilities included
except electric. Lots of storage
space, good location. Call 515203-0504.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Before investing any money,
please contact the

Des Moines Better
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Swine Assistant Need individual
to work in all aspects of live hog
production on a family owned
farrow to finish swine operation.
Experience preferred but not
required. This job will include
working directly with live hogs;
moving, feeding, breeding,
power washing, recording data
and many other duties. A valid
driver’s license is require. Possible
pay raise after 90 day review, one
week vacation after 6 months
with an additional week after one
year. Email sch4sprts@aol.com

Swine Breeding Manager Looking
for individual to manage and carry
out all aspects of AI breeding on a
1200 sow family owned farrow to
finish swine operation. Facilities
are brand new with leading edge
technology. This person must
have hands on experience breeding sows and able to manage
other employees. Excellent salary,
benefits and vacation. Must have
a valid driver’s license and be
insurable by our insurance company. Email sch4sprts@aol.com

FOR RENT

1 2 3 4

Complete the
grid so each row,
column and 3-by3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.
org.uk

FREE
HEAT

FREE
CABLE

DEDICATED
TO QUALITY

24/7 ON CALL
MAINTENANCE

FREE
INTERNET

FREE
WATER

Crossword
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FOR RENT

Across
1 Long-necked instrument
6 Spiced beverage
10 Parched
14 Annoy one’s costar, perhaps
15 Suggestion
16 Recording medium
17 Archers’ protection
19 Say openly
20 Ungenerous sort
21 “__ how!”
22 Money-related
suffix
24 L.A.-based comedy
troupe
30 Hammers
obliquely, as a nail
31 “Yikes!”
32 Bit of pillow talk
33 Dress protector
36 Fla. airport
37 Sign of summer
38 Classic 1958
Chinua Achebe novel
... and a hint what
literally happens
in 17-, 24-, 50- and
61-Across
43 MLB team whose
home scoreboard is
updated by hand
44 Prom rental
45 Full of recent info
46 “Wheel of Fortune”
buy
47 See 4-Down

48 Regarding
50 Scoldings
55 Vermeer’s “__ With
a Pearl Earring”
56 GI entertainer
57 Sénat vote
59 Bear up there
61 Magi
65 Verb, for one
66 One-named
supermodel
67 10 out of 10,
scorewise
68 Canadian coin
that’s no longer
produced
69 Blog entry
70 Yankee manager
before Girardi
1 Rogen of “Pineapple

Down
Express”
2 “Let’s get some air
in here!”
3 Unyielding
4 With 47-Across, payment for cash?
5 Bull Run soldier
6 Casual pants
7 Believer in karma
8 “Life of Pi” director
Lee
9 “You convinced me”
10 Early game console
11 One of Hogwarts’
four houses
12 Nov. 2013 Twitter
milestone

13 Morning drops
18 Outback order
23 Variety
25 Prince Harry’s alma
mater
26 Pagoda instrument
27 Singer Young
28 Attendees
29 In need of a sweep
33 Plate appearance
34 Platter player
35 1992 Crichton
novel involving a
fictional Japanese
company
36 Upper limit
39 Boot option
40 Gas, e.g.
41 Not pro
42 Drudge
47 Sable or mink
48 Thumbs-up
49 Vegas dealer’s
device
51 2014 World
Series winning team
member
52 Vague qualities
53 Hopeless case
54 Cotton candy,
mostly
58 Cruise destination
59 Chapel Hill sch.
60 School of tomorrow?
62 Med. care provider
63 Set to be assembled
64 Binding promise
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